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• Sodom's Sin (Gen. 19:1-11)
◦ Lot seems to hold a position of judge of civic official (vs. 1; compare with 2 

Sam. 19:8, Esther 5:13) 
◦ Hospitality

▪ Lot invites the men to dwell with him (vs. 2-3)
• They protest, but Lot prevails
• Lot eats with them (compare with Hebrews 13:2)

▪ The wicked men of Sodom sin against hospitality (Ezekiel 16:49)
◦ Sexual Immorality

▪ Progressive and Liberal Christians have recently begun arguing that 
Sodom's sin was more or less exclusively inhospitably and had nothing to 
do with sexual immorality per se 

▪ But this is contradicted by the following narrative in Genesis, as well as 
Jude 1:7

▪ The whole city seemed to be given over to this sexual sin (vs 4-5)
• We can see that this is sexual by Lot's reaction
• How did these men get to this condition? (see Rom. 1:24-32)

▪ Lot tries to defend them (vs. 6-11)
• He goes outside and puts himself between the mob and his door
• Lot shamefully offers his daughters... (what's going on there?)
• The mob “pressed hard against him”
• The angels pull Lot inside and strike the mob with blindness

• Sodom's Judgment (Gen. 19:12-38)
◦ The angels give a warning and a chance to escape

▪ Lot's sons-in-laws refuse (vs. 14)
▪ Apparently only Lot, his wife, and his two daughters leave (vs. 15)

◦ The angels eventually have to lead Lot out of the city by the hand (vs. 16-17)
◦ Lot still seems to argue a bit (vs. 18-22)
◦ Fire and brimstone from heaven (vs. 23-25)

▪ Brimstone is an old word for sulphur 
▪ The LORD destroys all of the cities of the plain (Except for Zoar)
▪ The entire valley is salted and becomes the Dead Sea (see Gen. 14:3)

◦ Yet Lot's wife looked back and was judged (see Luke 17:32)
◦ What is the larger significance of this story? 

▪ A symbol of ultimate divine judgment (see Deut. 32:32, Is. 1:9, 2 Peter 2:6)
▪ The sexual sins are reflective of spiritual sins (see Rom. 1, but also 

Revelation 11:8) 
▪ Is this a story about homosexuality? No and Yes 


